
IOS Features

Siri - Hey Siri, must be plugged in.

Handoff - waiting for Yosemite
Start work on iPhone finish email on iPad or computer

install in settings>general>keyboards>add new Keyboard

Swype one of best at 99 cents 

needs Full Access so it is practically unusable without

no Thank you

offers to scan Facebook and Gmail accounts to learn writing style.

Swiftkey is free but may offer ads down the road

Keyboards - download apps

text bigger, works in main apps

bold text - reboots iPad

Display - for vision problems

save battery life turn off perspective zoom

dark or plain best for contrast

don’t recommend dynamic backgrounds, hard to see and drains battery

Wallpaper - more choices

1 General

family sharing

one credit card for apps

iCloud drive - Do not use until new Mac OS Yosemite

2 iCloud

A Settings

1 search for web, movies, app store

2 more than just what is on phone

B Spotlight

1 Edit > new button for adjustments

2 can use black or white

3 tap on world or drop down - use slider

4 same filters

5 cropping - can zoom in or out

6 can rotate image to straighten

C Photos

1 tap on screen tells where to focus

2 swipe left for new time lapse. - will need tripod.

D Camera

E Extensions - from 3rd party developers

1 several changes - closer to desktop version

2 addition of a sidebar - tap on bookmarks - tap again and it disappears

3 Bookmarks icon

drag down panel click on Star - add to favorites

can request desktop site

edit panel -  to reorder - tap, hold and drag

add site to favorites

4 Favorites in a panel

over type in URL

wiki space London

smart search

for privacy - works like Google.

change default search in Settings > Safari > DuckDuckGo

5 Spotlight Search

plus for new tab

multiple taps will move

can tap and hold to move tab

hold plus to see what was open

can rearrange

can delete

iCloud tabs that are open

delete - swipe across

pinch gesture to get back

next icon - grid view - shows open tab

vertical carousel

chome on top  changes on top of screen to give more room

6 Tabs -

loose tabs in iOS 7

now show

no security - should close down

Safari won’t save history or credit card info

7 Private Browsing

built in sharing - turn on in Settings for Twitter, Facebook

can reorder by dragging

capture videos and websites to view later

add in More - can drag to front

can add tags to help organize

Pocket - download

add in Safari

share button - add

extremely useful - works for login only right now

1Password - new extension

touch ID - Security

share - button

iPhone use with 1Password 

new ability to add from 3rd party

8 Sharing

9 Paste in Credit card with Photo

F Mobile Browser

I iOS 8 Features
How many of you have upgraded? A new 8.0.2 version is available. It took 
care of the bugs. If you have a computer upgrade If you don’t have much 
space left, connect to your computer and use iTunes to upgrade.
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